
GTMS Rights & Royalties for Music is the next generation, single solution designed-to-scale and ready 
to handle all your current and future needs. This cloud-based solution is the only software able to 
comprehensively manage today’s complex copyright, licensing and royalty requirements of the music 
publishing and recorded music industries.

Minimize calculation time and maximize royalty income with this scalable, end-to-end enterprise solution. 
Partner with the industry’s premier solution that drives growth and sets you up for the next 20 years.  

Accessible on any device, Vistex’s next generation cloud software is 
the complete solution for your business

GTMS Rights & Royalties 
for Music

Solving today’s challenges, building for tomorrow’s opportunities.

What it Does

Solution Highlights

 ■ Vistex is the most trusted royalty vendor to the music industry 
for almost 4 decades.

 ■ Vistex is partner to more than 450 labels, publishers and 
music rights holders.

Well-Established and Trusted

ROYALTY VENDOR

MOST TRUSTED



 ■ Cloud based solution utilizing state of the 
art technology

 ■ Designed by the world’s leading rights and 
royalty experts

 ■ Super-fast royalty calculations – built for 
the modern day music business

 ■ Comprehensive rights and content 
management

 ■ Scalable for today’s high-transaction 
volumes

Key Features and Benefits
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The rapid-fire changes in the digital music landscape and the mass adoption of streaming music have 
amplified sales transactions and the complexities arising from numerous income streams. Today’s 
music companies are confronted with processing this unwieldy detail in an effective, efficient manner. 
Vistex provides a high-volume, easily configured solution poised for traditional, current and future 
music business trends. Contracts, metadata and all royalty activity are captured in a single system, 
which is used for registration, licensing, sales, royalty reporting, analytics and more. This enables music 
companies to manage all aspects of their industry in a single solution. 

How Technology Can Make a Difference

About Vistex  
Vistex solutions help businesses take control of their mission-critical processes. With a multitude of programs covering pricing, 
trade, royalties and incentives, it can be complicated to see where all the money is flowing, let alone how much difference it 
makes to the topline and the bottomline. With Vistex, business stakeholders can see the numbers, see what really works, and see 
what to do next – so they can make sure every dollar spent or earned is really driving growth, and not just additional costs. The 
world’s leading enterprises across a spectrum of industries rely on Vistex every day to propel their businesses.  
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A single publisher 
processes royalties for a 
catalog of over 3.5 million 
copyrights with Vistex.

Using Vistex technology, a 
multi-national record label is 
able to process over 500M 
transaction lines per month.

 ■ Handles the most complex deals seen today 
in the music industry

 ■ Real time, fully integrated statement portal 
delivering analytics and data insights

 ■ Full mechanical royalties reporting

 ■ Unlimited back-office user access, contracts 
and royalties

 ■ Manages recorded music, music publishing 
and neighboring rights contracts and 
royalties


